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ASPENCLEAN INVITES CALGARY TO “STRIKE BACK” AGAINST HOUSEWORK 
Winner Awarded 4 Months of Cleaning Service 

 
Calgary, AB – With doors newly opened and teams ready to help Calgary families green clean their homes, 
AspenClean recently launched a contest specifically for Calgarians.  
 
Inspired by Calgary’s now famous “Striking Mom”, Jessica Stilwell, AspenClean created this unique contest for 
Calgary fans to have the opportunity go on a cleaning strike of their own. The public submitted photos that 
showcased strike-worthy chores and AspenClean rewarded the winning submission with four months of free 
home cleaning service valued at $2,000. 
 
Promoting the contest through their Facebook and Twitter accounts, AspenClean reached out to the vibrant 
Calgary blogging community. Within a few posts and tweets, the entries arrived. From renegade pet hair to 
toy soldiers buried beneath clutter, there were many clever entries. Consulting with a judging panel, 
AspenClean selected Holly Shumate as the lucky winner. 
 
An avid blogger on her website DomesticDork.com, Holly was truly excited to be chosen. “I’m not being 
hyperbolic when I say that winning this has been one of the best things to ever, ever happen to me. I am so 
incredibly grateful to AspenClean for not only running the contest, but choosing me.”  

About AspenClean: 

Born out of a vision to create a natural cleaning service without harmful chemicals, AspenClean is committed 
to being the healthy choice leader of home cleaning products and services. Currently operating its award-
winning home cleaning service in the Lower Mainland, BC area, AspenClean is dedicated to customer health, 
safety and satisfaction. A Better Business Bureau member since 2004, they are now offering franchise 
opportunities. 
More information can be found at www.aspenclean.com  
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